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S.I ………OF 2012

ANIMAL AND PLANT BIOSECURITY ACT, 2012

Animal and Plant Biosecurity (Designation of Biosecurity Quarantine Stations) Order, 2012

In exercise of the powers conferred by section 88 of the Animal and Plant Biosecurity Act, 2012, the Minister for Investment, Natural Resources and Industry on the advice of the Director and after consulting other relevant government ministries, departments, agencies and authorities, and statutory bodies and authorities, makes the following Order.

1. This Order may be cited as the Animal and Plant Biosecurity (Designation of Biosecurity Quarantine Stations) Order, 2012.

2. In this Order –

   “Minister” means the Minister responsible for matters relating to biosecurity.

3. The Minister hereby designates the places described in the Schedule as biosecurity quarantine stations for animals, animal products and other regulated articles, for the purposes of the Act.

Paragraph 3

SCHEDULE

PETIT PARIS BIOSECURITY QUARANTINE STATION

DESCRIPTION

An area of land comprising of 1384 sq. metres situated within parcel S1392 at Petit Paris.

The area is bound as follows -
starting at cross on the corner of a retaining wall and the fence of the parade ground, 54 metres from the Main Road in position E+332 483.35 N+9485 021.21 thence in a north easterly direction to Iron Peg No.4 for a distance of 48 metres thence in a south easterly direction to Iron Peg No.3 for a distance of 12 metres thence in a southerly direction to Iron Peg No.2 for a distance of 45 metres thence in a westerly direction for a distance of 16 metres thence in a north westerly direction for a distance of 31.0 metres to the starting point.

The area is more particularly described on Plan ML/ADN/ 120 lodged with the Director of Surveys in the Ministry responsible for Surveys at Victoria, Mahe.

MADE this ……………… day of ……………………………………, 2012

P. SINON
MINISTER FOR INVESTMENT, NATURAL RESOURCES AND
INDUSTRY